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Enjoy reading the 107 comments made on the nomination of SDUSD for an  
Onion award for the proposed stadium lights at PLHS! 

 
San Diego Architecture Foundation, 2014 Orchids & Onions 

 http://sdarchitecture.org/orchids-onions 

“Issues from Night Games at Point Loma High School” 

 

Pt. Loma Graduate • 19 days ago   

Only being done for revenue. The effect of the lights, noise and parking should not happen to any neighborhood. Can 

you give "Onion X3" to include the District rolling over Hoover and Clairemont? Nothing about this "improvement" 

is "for the children". It's all about monetary gain. Plus, ruins property values as you have to disclose. I live on 

Soledad Mt. and we can see the lights from Clairemont HS and Mission BayHS from miles away. Glaring, and 

seems daily. I watched the change!! 
o 5 guest votes 

 

Matador  Pt. Loma Graduate • 16 days ago 

Agree. Onion x 3 = Onion3 = Onion cubed! 

 

Susan • a month ago 

My experience as a real estate appraiser informs me that this will most likely have a negative impact on residential 

housing in the neighborhood. My concern is that the negative impact to the homeowners will outweigh the positive 

impact for the school district. If home prices go down, the net revenue from property taxes in this area will also go 

down, resulting in less revenue for the school district. A lose-lose scenario in my opinion. 
o 5  guest votes 

 

Point Loma Dianne • a month ago 

Permanent stadium lighting does not belong in residential neighborhoods. It is unsightly by day and cancels out the 

stars in the evening. Not to mention the other negative side effects like noise, litter, traffic, etc. Sadly the San Diego 

Unified School District is going full steam ahead on putting such lighting structures in all the high schools in the 

district. Not good urban design. 
o 5  guest votes 

 

Leila Cahill  Point Loma Dianne • 19 days ago 

I have always loved living near Point Loma High. I love watching the kids come and go, listening to the 

band rehearse, and even the yearly Homecoming night game has been a fun tradition. However, the 

prospect of lights being permanently installed is disturbing to me. It is clear to anyone that the district does 

not have the best interests of Point Loma or it's residents in mind with this plan. So disappointing. From 

where I sit, it seems there is a safety risk with the airport, probable lower home values for surrounding 

neighbors, and loud noise and bright lights on a near nightly basis for residents. How is this even being 

considered? Ridiculous!! 
 2  guest votes 

 

 

 

Matador  Leila Cahill • 16 days ago 
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In truth, this SDUSD project (installation of professional style PLHS athletic field lighting/PA 

system) is not motivated by a genuine concern for kids, much less for the neighborhoods that 

nuture these kids. This much is clear. 
 1  guest vote 

 

 

Matador  Point Loma Dianne • 16 days ago 

Ah. The night sky. Does anyone look up anymore? Check out this cool site to view some lovely night sky 

images from the 2014 International Earth & Sky Photo Contest Winners 

[http://www.twanight.org/newTWA...]. The 2013 winning photos are also nice 

[http://www.twanight.org/newtwa...]. Suggestion to SDUSD: Skip the athletic field lights, and teach the 

students photography instead. 

 

PLHS  Point Loma Dianne • 16 days ago 

You show so much support for the high school that this town prides off its insane. Keep it up 

 

Gadfly  PLHS • 15 days ago 

Say what? 

 

K Lauren • 19 days ago 

Really interesting that some say residents from this neighborhood should have known when they purchased their 

home. My dad was one of these residents. He lived 5 houses up from the ticket/field entrance. His parents purchased 

the house in the 1940's. The field was a baseball field, nothing more. Many of these residents in Loma Portal are in 

their 70's and 80's. This is the case of the two homes that border the field’s entrance. True ignorance on the part of 

PLHS light supporters who applaud the lights but don't live in the neighborhood. Shame on you. When your child 

has graduated what will it matter to you? We educate our children to look beyond their own limited perspective, but 

as adults we can't seem to do that. More emphasis on academics. Put the athletic facilities at Correia or Liberty 

Station where parking and noise can be better controlled. Third generation Point Loman. 
o 4  guest votes 

 

KENT  K Lauren • 19 days ago 

EXCELLENT ! You said it ALL !!!! 
 1  guest vote 

 

Robb • a month ago 

The school district should NOT be a destroyer of neighborhoods. The business of the School district SHOULD be to 

EDUCATE our children! 
o 3  guest votes 

 

Destroyer of neighborhoods  Robb • 16 days ago 

I am with you Robb, these high school sports DESTROY our neighborhoods and ruin our children. Being 

exposed to such insane violence and having them grow muscle and strength? It's absurd, our school's 

should be educating!!! More homework, more tests, I am with you here, our neighborhood will be absolute 

destroyed after the athletes get done with this one. 

 

Gadfly  Destroyer of neighborhoods • 15 days ago 

Destroyer - You demonstrate the point well. I'm getting out my red pen. 
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Lisa • a month ago 

Watching the VIDEO of Clairemont High School neighbors is heart breaking. The San Diego Unified School 

District has destroyed the neighborhood around Clairemont High School with their "improvements" to the football 

stadium and they are planning to destroy the sanctity, peace and beauty of the homes that have embraced Point Loma 

High School.  

The School District is using the excuse that "it's for the Children" but in reality, it is to advance their commercial 

goals of additional revenue. 

 

It is my understanding that Point Loma High School promised neighbors that there would never be permanent lights 

installed at the high school. Breaking their promise, breaching their integrity, sends a disturbing lesson to everyone, 

especially the children. 
o 3 guest votes  

 

SuperLisa  Lisa • 16 days ago 

Lisa you are right! I am hurt, my integrity...breached. My promise...broken. My lesson...disturbed. My 

children...especially. The school district is just banking off our athletics and going to make super humans 

and rule the world. We need to stop this together Lisa. 

 

Gibson Pratt • 16 days ago 

The neighbors from Clairmont make the most compelling case. One does not hate about what might happen after 

misrepresentations by the district. They are daily forced to live the nightmare caused by their naivety in believing 

what they were told. We know from experience that that the school district staff will tell you anything if it suits their 

purpose. The fact that the district sent a letter a number of years ago stating that no lights would be installed at PLHS 

on the football field, and that the then Superintendant commented in a private meeting with a number of Loma Portal 

residents that the district was not being a good neighbor and would not put in lights at PLHS, and put that in writing 

is now not horored by them. You must know that you cannot rely on any promise they make. It will change if it suits 

their purpose. That is the harsh reality. The SDUSD so richly deserves the Onion! 
o 2  guest votes 

 

 

Ian C • 16 days ago 

It doesn't seem like SD Unified cares one bit about its neighbors. Its lighting plan for Point Loma High is outrageous 

(as it was in Clairemont) and is only meant to put money in the pockets of the district at the expense of the 

community's property values and quality of life. Shame on San Diego Unified! 
o 2 guest votes  

 

Ian C is right  Ian C • 16 days ago 

Your so right Ian C. As a community our value's and quality of life do not involve striving students! Public 

community events? ABSURD!!! We need to take away football entirely because that is not quality of life. 

This is outrageous and your right, money in there pockets means.. well you know... the end of our 

neighborhood. 
  

Gadfly  Ian C is right • 15 days ago 

ICir - (alias Destroyer?) - Sorry, but I need that red pen again. 
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A Block Away, in the Glare. • 17 days ago 

We live a block away from the school on the upper end of the field. We bought 20 years ago expecting the 

traffic/parking problems on game days and still supporting the students of PLHS, which we do. We do not support 

this revenue-generating antics of SDUSD, nor the lights and noise that will intrude in our back yard and into our 

bedroom windows. We paid our life's savings to live here, and our HIGH property taxes have paid for this school 

and many more. We did not pay our taxes to have our beloved neighborhood ruined to generate funds for the 

SDUSD fat cats and their big fat scheme to raise monies wherever they can. Give them one big, fat stinky onion -- I 

can almost hit them in the stands from here, and maybe I just will. 
o 2  guest votes 

 

Matador  A Block Away, in the Glare. • 16 days ago 

Yeah. Take that, SDUSD. Make that 3 Onions! 

 

18 yr resident of Loma Portal • 17 days ago 

Very simply, the former school board members and school district officials deserve the biggest onion for being 

incompetent decades ago, for being so lacking in long range vision, being extremely poor planners/observers, not 

identifying/accepting the blatantly obvious serious limitations of the current Point Loma campus, and not being pro-

active back then to find/secure a better and larger long term location for our students. Clearly they were asleep at the 

wheel. Now the community may pay a huge price for their gross ineptitude. Do they care? No. Has anything 

changed? No. If a lit high school stadium is so crucial to our community, then put it at the Midway post office site, 

and rent it out to your heart's delight. 
o 2  guest votes 

 

Matador  18 yr resident of Loma Portal • 16 days ago 

Midway post office site would be a great site for a brightly lit, rentable, revenue-generating, heavily-

trafficked recreational venue like what SDUSD has in mind for PLHS. Problem is, SDUSD doesn't own 

the Midway post office site. Instead, SDUSD plans to use public school property for the same purpose. 

Only problem is convincing the public that it's "for the kids." Some are more gullible than others. 
 1 guest vote 

 

19 yr resident of Loma Portal  18 yr resident of Loma Portal • 16 days ago 

You are so right, if they want a lit high school stadium, they can go suck it! They is no 

identifying/accepting the blatantly obvious serious limitations of the current Point Loma campus. Do they 

care? NO. Do I care about the students or high school? 

NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO. Has anything changed? NO. Should I care for the 

high school that started this neighborhood? NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO. 
 

Gadfly  19 yr resident of Loma Portal • 15 days ago 

19yrLP - (alias ICir?, alias Destroyer?) - We are beginning to know you based on your spelling, 

syntax, and grammatical errors. Out comes the red pen again. 
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Mike • 18 days ago 

The stadium lights and loudspeakers will be a horrible thing to happen to a charming historical neighborhood such as 

Point Loma. There will be increased crime, gang activity, trash, and vandalism that all go along with night time high 

school football events. Besides, football causes irreversible brain damage in 1/3 of NFL players as the NFL has 

recently admitted. Do we really want this for our kids? I thought school was supposed to be about developing 

healthy brains via education. 
o 2 guest votes  

 

Matador  Mike • 16 days ago 

Mike - Right you are. Anyone who questions the dangers of football should read this recent New York 

Times article [http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09...{%222%22%3A%22RI%3A16%22}&_r=0]. 

George • 18 days ago 

The entirety of the Loma heights and Loma Portal area (as far as the eye can see) will be negatively impacted by the 

night lights, our "hamlet" will be destroyed. Parking is already ridiculous, and traffic is already maddeningly 

dangerous.around the high school to Voltaire/Chatsworth corner, Xenophon/Rosecrans corner, Clove Chatsworth 

Corner, and the Warden corner with Voltaire. 

Why the current School Board is betraying the intent of ALL past school boards with respect to this issue is 

unknowable. Why the thumb their noses at lifetime families neighboring the school is beyond contempt. 

While kindergartners at loma portal elementary sit in the sun waiting to go to the bathroom, the SDUSD builds 

million dollar weight rooms at PLHS, ridiculous view blocking boondoggle classroom projects ( building 1000 at 

PLHS, and Onion nominee), and commercial venues that will not address our needs. 

This reeks of big money interests buying public money projects, shame shame shame. 
o 2  guest votes 

 

Matador  George • 16 days ago 

Why is SDUSD betraying Loma Portal neighbors and reneging on the promises of past school boards to 

the neighborhood? Answer: Because they can. 

Who can stop SDUSD? Not sure, but do let's keep trying. 

 

30 year Pt. Loma REsdient • 18 days ago 

What an appropriate selection for an ONION! The idea of placing light and sound towers in this cozy historic 

neighborhood is ill conceived. The goal, of course, is to make more money for the school system. That goal by itself 

is fine - but not when it is laid on the backs of neighbors who are essentially paying the price for the school system's 

new source of revenue. Bad idea! This school has to be a neighbor, not an exploiter of its location. 
o 2  guest votes 

 

Matador  30 year Pt. Loma REsdient • 16 days ago 

I'm not sure the money would go back to "the school system." You are more trusting than I am of SDUSD's 

plans for this revenue stream. More likely some self-serving and nefarious purpose I think. 

In any case, I truly hope that SDUSD's designs on PLHS can be stopped by Loma Portal. SDUSD ruined 

the Clairemont neighborhood. They tried to ruin Hoover's neighborhood, but the neighbors fought back. 

(Final outcome is yet to be determined, but the court system had to be brought in for oversight. Most likely 
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this will become an ongoing battle, funded on the one side by whatever neighbors can scrap together 

locally and, on the other side, state taxes paid by, that's right, you and me.) Maybe Loma Portal can hold 

the line against SDUSD. But SDUSD is drunk with power; they've acquired too much of it, and they've 

become corrupted by it. 
 

Kent • a month ago 

Thanks to O&O for starting the discussion on the importance of how the potential installation of lights at Point Loma 

High School will NEGATIVELY impact the great iconic neighborhood in which the high school sits, as well as all 

of Point Loma. 
o 2 guest votes  

 

Marc A. • 18 days ago 

Additional crime, additional people, additional traffic, additional parking, additional congestion, additional noise, 

additional lighting, additional insects, additional trash, additional vandalism, additional police, additonal security, 

additional monitoring. Tell the proponents of these additional benefits, we'll put the lights, send the noise, send the 

people, send the crime, take your parking, block your streets, gather the crowds, dump the trash, paint your curbs, 

and call the police to your back yard. It won't be in my neighborhood. 
o 1 guest vote 

 

JenMarie • 18 days ago 

High School Stadium project seriously violates these 5 cardinal principals of Smart Growth: 

1. Designing attractive communities (Ugly 90 foot poles will dominate our community.) 

2. Preservation of natural beauty (Vista views will be destroyed by poles and glaring lights.) 

3. Compact building design (Nothing compact about 90 foot poles or 2,500 fans.) 

4. Creating walkable neighborhoods (Who wants to walk among unruly amped up fans under the influence of 

alcohol or drugs at night? Not me.) 

5. Community collaboration in decisions (School board never came to the community for any input)  

San Diego City planners, politicians, preservationists and our new mayor – don't turn a blind eye to yet 

another unnecessary onion adding blight to our fine city. 
o 1  guest vote 

 

FaithandMurph • 18 days ago 

YES – Point Lomans & esp. Loma Portal residents chose to live under the flight path. Why? Because of 

the history, charm, low crime, unique architecture, family-friendly residential character of this “hidden gem” 

neighborhood. Tuning out the very predictable sound range and dull roar of aircraft is an acquired skill that most 

master quickly. A small price to pay for a wonderful way of life! We also chose to live near schools that “fit” 

into the definition of “residential” parameters often by day, and most certainly by night. If, however, this nightly 

commercialized venue with towering megalights actually becomes a reality at PLHS, be assured the surrounding 

community for many many blocks will never adjust to the city code violations of 1) disturbing the peace and 2) 

extreme noise that will become commonplace. Nor will they tolerate the added “pile on” of bad adult/teen behavior, 

substance abuse, vandalism, trespassing, reckless driving, congestion, loss of street parking, and fast food remains 

that the one annual night football game is well known for, and THAT will forever “trash” and degrade our beloved 

neighborhood. We should vigorously protect a century old gem of a neighborhood from San Diego Unified's path of 

reckless development and destruction. Act now to preserve this hidden gem for future generations! 
o 1  guest vote 
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Carleen Berry • 19 days ago 

So excited for this project. Finally providing our students with all they deserve. Seem a little crazy that neighbors of 

PLHS are having a problem with lights. These are the same people that purchased a house in the Fight Path next to a 

High School. GO POINTERS!!! 
o 1  guest vote 

 

Ian  Carleen Berry • 16 days ago 

So you think just because we are in the flight path we deserve and should accept all other urban blight? 
 1  guest vote 

 

Live on Clove  Carleen Berry • 18 days ago 

Carleen - How would you like it if I bought the home across the street from you, shined lights into your 

house 5 nights a week, and had large speakers pointed at your house? You would say that "this isn't fair". 

Unless you live near the field or the school, you really have no room to talk. Further, the lights have no 

bearing on scholastic achievement, which I thought was what high school was about. 
 1  guest vote 

 

Angelica  Live on Clove • 17 days ago 

You won't have lights shined into your house 5 nights a week. The recently approved, unanimously 

by the school board, says that there are only 18 lighted events a year. Practices don't count towards 

that, but even then, the lights have to be out by 7:30pm. Also studies have proven that participation 

in sports and music (which both use the football field) actually help students tremendously in the 

classroom. So lights do have bearing on scholastic achievement. 

 

Beg to differ  Angelica • 12 days ago 

The Use Policy does *not* say that lights have to be out by 7:30 PM, and in fact the high 

school athletic director is on record in the paper saying that lights will be on later than that 

for band practice. Lights are regularly on at Clairemont, Lincoln, and Madison until 9 PM, 

10 PM, 11 PM, 5 nights a week and similar 'policies' regarding lights out by 6:30 PM and 7 

PM were laid out in the Environmental Impact Reports for those schools and then never 

followed. (Well, except Lincoln - they said they weren't putting in stadium lights at all in 

the Lincoln EIR, and then went ahead and did it anyway!) 
 

Matador  Angelica • 16 days ago 

Carleen - Wow. Our students deserve an education. SDUSD should be held accountable for 

providing education. It would be nice if you got excited about education. Your priorities 

and your callous attitude towards the neighbors of PLHS are way out of line. But thank you 

for posting your comment. It will be good for people to see it. 
 

 

Einstein  Carleen Berry • 19 days ago 

The airport has been here for almost 100 years, so has the high school, WITHOUT LIGHTS ! 

What seems crazy, is the logic of your statement. 
 1 guest vote  
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Carleen Berry  Einstein • 19 days ago 

Change is good. Do not be a Hater. The time is right for lights. Let's get excited and support our 

fine Point Loma students. Looking forward to 100 years with lights. Can not wait to go to night 

games right here in our community. It is going to be so fun! 
 1 guest vote 

 

Matador  Carleen Berry • 16 days ago 

Carleen - Again I say Wow. And Yikes, too. RU for real? Or are you really Scott Barnett 

(SDUSD Trustee whose plan this "upgrade" is) using an alias? When US students out-

perform students from the rest of the globe academically, then, and only then, should it be 

suggested that "the time is right" for "upgrades" to public schools that do NOT serve 

educational purposes. 
  
Albert  Carleen Berry • 19 days ago 

If the time is right for lights, why has the high school been there for almost 100 years 

without them? Have the students not been supported for the last 100 years?  

Your comment about hate only discredits you and your position on this matter. 

 

Parent in Point Loma • 19 days ago 

What about the Imapct of our younger children-- who will clearly lose sleep as a result of loud stadium noises, 

honking horns, and excessive foot traffic directly outside our residential doors and windows. I would like to know 

where all of the planners of this absurd idea reside, and how they would feel if it were their children being impacted 

by the several risks this plan poses to our lives!! 
o 1 guest vote  

 

Keep your kids inside  Parent in Point Loma • 16 days ago 

I am with you! What about the fact that young children will have to see high school students in person? 

They will be exposed to unnatural public events like nasty football games, and even hear people enjoying 

themselves! It disgusts me as well, our kids don't deserve this. Keep them inside and lock the door. 

 

Gadfly  Keep your kids inside • 15 days ago 

Kyki - (alias Destroyer?, etc) - Comma splice penalty! Out comes that red pen again. 

 

Hoover • 22 days ago 

The School District wants to install 90 ft. high light towers, and expand the stadium to 3,000 seats, directly under the 

flight path for landings and take-offs at Lindbergh Field Airport.  

Will this improve safety for the students, the neighborhood, the planes and the airport? 

Debbie • 24 days ago 

In the Santaluz community of central San Diego, a neighborhood park which is equipped with lights has had a 

negative impact on the nearby properties. I discovered this while performing property appraisals in the area because 

the affected properties were selling below other comparable properties in the neighborhood. 
o 1 guest vote 
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Tom • a month ago 

What was described in this O&O entry is true. I have lived it for 3 years now and our entire neighborhood absolutely 

hates it! I have been in my home, next to Clairemont High School for 13 years. The first 10 years were wonderful. 

Our neighborhood was quiet, the sound of the birds made it tranquil, the night time stars were relaxing to gaze at 

from our front and back yards, we all would open our windows at night to let in the cool summer air. All of that is 

now gone. SDUSD has created a "Qualcomm" like stadium right in the middle of our residential community. Four 

fully equipped 90 foot tall towers with stacked rows of high intensity lights convert the night sky into day 4 to 5 

nights per week year round. The PA system is absolutely deafening and has forced us residents to leave our homes 

for hours at a time. 

We have all types of families living here from young couples with newborns to retired senior citizens. We have 

written emails and voiced our complaints to the high school and to SDUSD, but we are always disregarded, the 

lights and PA remain on. SDUSD never informed, asked for comment, or gave notice of any kind to us local 

Clairemont residents. Installation of the light towers and PA was done in secret. In its place, BRG Consulting Inc. 

was hired by SDUSD and determined the stadium lights and PA sound system to be a "Less Than Significant 

Impact" on a fully-developed area.  

 

SDUSD is a disgrace. 
o 1 guest vote  

  

Matador  Tom • 16 days ago 

Tom - You in Clairemont have my deepest sympathies. But your concerns have been shrugged off by the 

Trustees of the SDUSD. I watched their indifference to your plight, when these concerns were presented to 

them at a SDUSD meeting. An eye-opening experience that. The presentation immediately preceded their 

unanimous vote to approve the Hoover athletic field "upgrades". This unanimous rubber-stamping of 

approval despite the unmitigated negative impacts on the Hoover neighborhood that were well-documented 

in the Environmental Impact Report. [The EIR was legally required of the SDUSD by the courts. SDUSD 

planned to use voter-approved public funding ear-marked for "classrooms and teachers" (remember those 

mailings?) to install athletic field lights. The courts said no and imposed on SDUSD the requirement of 

doing an EIR prior to installing "upgrades" to additional school athletic fields.] What is truly astonishing 

though, is that the SDUSD can both propose athletic field "upgrades" AND, apparently, decide whether or 

not the environmental impacts of said "upgrades" on surrounding neighborhoods have been sufficiently 

mitigated as to allow the "upgrades" to move forward. This is a true failure of checks and balances. A fine 

example of abuse of power. 

The Loma Portal neighborhood has learned from the example of your ordeal and from the battles of the 

Hoover neighborhood. Thanks to you both, PLHS neighbors now know they are dealing with a corrupt 

system and untrustworthy Trustees. I hope they have better success in weeding out SDUSD's Onions, 

before they can be planted! 

To the rest of you as yet unaffected neighborhoods: "Upgrades" coming to school near you? Maybe much 

too near! Neighborhoods beware! 
 

 

http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1571540208
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http://disqus.com/embed/comments/?base=default&disqus_version=08f82922&f=orchidsandonions&t_i=node%2F652&t_u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.orchidsandonions.org%2Fnomination%2F2014%2Fissuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school&t_e=Issues%20from%20Night%20Games%20at%20Point%20Loma%20High%20School&t_d=Issues%20from%20Night%20Games%20at%20Point%20Loma%20High%20School&t_t=Issues%20from%20Night%20Games%20at%20Point%20Loma%20High%20School&s_o=default
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http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1595026370
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NolongersupportingSDUSD  Tom • 19 days ago 

The SDUSD is showing their true colors. This will line their pockets, while ruining our neighborhoods and 

causing even more of a traffic nightmare getting in and out of Point Loma. We have the Navy (who needs 

to get in and out reasonably) and their support businesses. More recently we added more to the San Diego 

International Airport, received Liberty Station & The Rock Church, street work all over the place, soon to 

have Rosecrans street impacted while the Navy's Point Loma to Miramar fuel line is replaced, possibly 

condo's for additional 500 families going in at the Midway Post Office property, and let's not forget the 

Midway to HWY 8 improvement project coming up. Rosecrans Street wasn't designed to handle this 

traffic. Sunset Cliffs Blvd & Chatsworth are only one lane in each direction! How in the world does adding 

lights & speakers help student success? If anything, they should expect students, parents, and teachers to be 

routinely late for school, as the rest of the community is late for work & appointments. The school board 

doesn't care about this community, or the neighborhoods that have been supporting and fundraising for this 

school, for close to 100 years. For destroying our community, an ONION is the only reward. 

 

Ann • 4 days ago 

The commercialization of Point Loma High School is NOT ABOUT THE CHILDREN. 

It’s about the money. These commercialized stadiums, like Clairemont High, are a lucrative revenue source for 

SDUSD. 

The neighborhoods, neighbors and families are left to pay the huge price. 

We pay for the horrible pollution of lights and the constant sight of ugly 90ft tall megastructures in our beautiful 

neighborhood. 

We pay for a blasting sound system. Talk about disturbing the peace! How do you have a peaceful family meal with 

stadium-generated noise invading your home?  

We pay for the traffic nightmares.  

We pay for the costs of our trashed neighborhood. 

We pay for the increase in crime - in the 1960’s, the lights at Hoover High were taken down because of gang 

violence. 

We pay the price for the loss of historical integrity. 

We pay with worries about airplane safety. 

We pay as our home values diminish. 

We value our neighborhood and our families.  

We value our homes which nurture and protect our families, SDUSD does not. 

Look what they did to the neighborhood around Clairemont High. 

SDUSD is all about the money. 
 

 

Walter • 12 days ago 

This is from a private pilot's viewpoint. In the days when they allowed small private aircraft to take off and land at 

Lindberg Field I did this many times at night, coming in low over the high school. The FAA should not allow 

stadium lights at PLHS due to the chance of effecting the pilot's vision which could result in a tragic accident. The 

approach over downtown with it's many lights is a different situation because the planes can come in higher and use 

their flaps for a relatively steep approach. Due to topography and other variables, this is not possible taking off and 

http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1571540208
http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1590498591
http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1613932845
http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1601089208
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landing from the west.  

If one reads the EIR which was totally politicized and the way the school district handled lights at Hoover you will 

see how the EIR was a waste of taxpayer's money. Compare this with a study done and released on 11/8/13 by James 

R. Benya, PE, FIES, FIALD. Mr. Benya's credentials are impeccable and lenghty. His specialty is lighting and his 

report invalidates the findings of the original EIR. 
 

JP10 • 14 days ago 

If it were shorter lights for the use of just the school, it would be a little more palatable. Knowing that this is being 

done to created a rentable venue for the school district to recoup funds means it will disrupt the serenity of the Point 

Loma area on many nights of the year, rather than just a few football games played by their neighborhood team. 

 

 Jeff Ramos • 14 days ago 

Area residents like myself are fed up with this project which is a distraction from the real issues facing Pt. Loma 

High which actually impact education. This is all about the money for the District. We should make it all about the 

election. That is, the next one coming up we will vote out every single incumbent Board member. We should also be  

investigating if these Board members are being lobbied by the groups who wish to rent out our neighborhood and the 

companies that make/install the lights and PA system. We need to be sure there is no impropriety. 

 

PLHS student • 14 days ago 

http://www.pointlomacluster.co... 

Read some truth. 

 

jo • 14 days ago 

Get a life people. Do something constructive. Go after the airport noise. Leave the kids alone. You're ridiculous over 

privileged rich butt holes. BTW the only drunk unruly people I have ever encountered at the high school games came 

from the neighborhood. This is a free country. You don't like it move. You knew the high school was there when you 

bought your home and it's a huge reason for your high property values. #idiots #firstworldproblems 

 
KL  jo • 14 days ago 

You really seem to be quite envious of the people living near the school. You repeatedly call us privileged 

and rich and call for us to move from our homes. Most of us have worked hard our entire lives to live here 

and our homes are the major investment in our future. The school is breaking promises made to us by 

trying to install these lights. Because you have an ill-disquised hatred of us, you should move your child to 

a school in your own neighborhood and focus on education instead of trying to ruin our neighborhood. 

 

Dreamer • 15 days ago 

Driving through that neighborhood, I've often felt sympathy towards whoever lives in that house adjacent to the 

stadium. It is a darling historical home. But the stadium looms over it day and night like a mean bully. Whenever I 

see that house, I'm reminded of the movie "Up." I wonder what the neighborhood must have been like in a kinder 

and gentler time. You know, "once upon a time." I wish the neighbors around the high school the best of luck in 

defending themselves against the school district's plans for this high school. Maybe the answer is thousands of 

http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1598336481
http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1598210064
http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1597834903
http://www.pointlomacluster.com/apps/news/show_news.jsp?REC_ID=390009&id=0
http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1597828384
http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1597828384
http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1598360747
http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1596993824
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colorful helium balloons to lift all the houses away to a better place, a place far far away from the school district's 

villains. Too bad that only happens in the movies. 

 

Gayle • 16 days ago 

San Diego Unified School District’s (SDUSD) plan to build up the stadium at PLHS includes installation of 90’ 

lights, a new sound system and added bleachers. The local community is adverse to such “improvements” due to the 

significant negative impact (e.g., effect of undesirable light glare at night, high noise volume, inadequate parking to 

accommodate increased numbers at events). These proposed changes are huge for the District’s smallest high school 

campus located in the heart of a neighborhood. That the school district expects to proceed with their plan, without 

regard for the massive input from the Pt Loma community, reflects a district not intent on serving its community. 
 

D K • 16 days ago 

Obviously the light issue won't go away until the neighbors of PLHS decide it to. The only thing that seems very 

interesting are the emotional arguments being thrown into the mix. When they built PLHS it was the most isolated 

school in the district. Homes then were built closer and closer to the campus until it is what it is today. If you own 

property near a school there are going to be situations in your neighborhood that do not occur in other 

neighborhoods. Lighting the football field is not only going to be a great improvement of the campus but the 

community as well. Many adults do not get a chance to see the games because they are played during the day before 

they get off of work. Practicing later in the afternoon also is better for the players because it is cooler. Earlier this 

year I was sent an Email that asked neighbors to come to a meeting for the "Save our neighborhood" group. I tried to 

sign up to go to the "Save our neighborhood" meeting and was told basically that I wasn't invited as it wasn't that 

type of a meeting. In my estimation this group is carefully orchestrating information so that their point of view is the 

only point of view and that it is at best feeble. The bottom line is that the effected area we are talking about will 

effect a very limited group of people who live near campus. However those effects will not effect the Point Loma 

community at large. 

 
Reply to DK  D K • 16 days ago 

The homes on Voltaire and Clove that back up against the school were built in the 20s and 30s, and the 

school built itself up against these homes by expanding into its small buffer zone. So, yes, we do have a 

right to complain about the school district. 
 1  guest vote 

 

Matador  D K • 16 days ago 

The "lights issue" will go away when SDUSD shifts its emphasis towards PLHS students' educational 

interests and away from their recreational and athletic interests. The public school system was created for 

the purpose of Education. This fact cannot be overstated, and you seem not to recognize it. Nowhere in 

your comment do you speak of education or refer to students. Instead you speak of lights, football fields, 

games, and players. Your comment demonstrates wrong-headedness and reflects the sadly misplaced 

priorities of the school district. 

Neighbors are against the never-ending escalation of lights and noise that SDUSD imposes on Loma Portal 

in the name of Recreation NOT Education. Neighbors are outraged that SDUSD is so concerned with 

http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1595560820
http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1595005933
http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1595005933
http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1595400649
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http://disqus.com/embed/comments/?base=default&disqus_version=08f82922&f=orchidsandonions&t_i=node%2F652&t_u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.orchidsandonions.org%2Fnomination%2F2014%2Fissuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school&t_e=Issues%20from%20Night%20Games%20at%20Point%20Loma%20High%20School&t_d=Issues%20from%20Night%20Games%20at%20Point%20Loma%20High%20School&t_t=Issues%20from%20Night%20Games%20at%20Point%20Loma%20High%20School&s_o=default
http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1595005933
http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1595613168
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lighting up the PLHS athletic field while so many educational concerns more appropriate to a school 

system get ignored. Parents of PLHS students should also be outraged. Do you honestly believe that PLHS 

students' greatest need is professional style football stadium lighting? Why has the football field become 

the centerpiece of the high school? The football field already occupies a large proportion of PLHS's 

footprint. It should not be so. 

Finally, I do hope that you are not a PLHS teacher. 
 

Matador • 16 days ago 

This SDUSD plan is a dud for PLHS students and a black eye to the Loma Portal neighborhood. In other words, this 

Onion is a Real Stinker. Three cheers for its nomination to this category. 
 

JJ • 17 days ago 

All of the issues listed in this article are valid issues. BUT, where can a high school be built on the peninsula? That's 

the question that would be very difficult to answer. Some might say build it on the Navy base. Fat chance of that 

happening. The Navy isn't going anywhere...ever! Point Loma had a chance to build one at Liberty Station. But that 

was here and is gone now. MCRD? Maybe. THat's like hoping the airport will be moved. PLHS isn't going to go 

anywhere! Which means that the neighbors will be complaining to the district essentially forever! 

Some argue that many of the residents are in their 70's and 80's. That would imply they are pre-prop 13. Which 

means the revenue the city gets are not the revenues of what those properties are worth. That being said, the school 

was there first. 

As for the lights, the school has lighted events throughout the year, every year, whether there are permanent lights 

there or not. That will never stop no matter how much the neighbors complain. Some say you won't be able to see the 

stars. You can't see the stars now, people! The residents will always have parking issues, they will always have 

people walking to see the events day and night. 

The school does many events off the campus as it is. With the lack of space to build a new school, it seems to me the 

school district really doesn't have much choice. The district should purchase some of the surrounding under valued 

homes (in terms of tax revenue) at what ever the values are in the area, to expand the school. ALL school events 

should take place on the campus. This certainly seems to be a valid solution because Point Loma WILL ALWAYS 

have a high school on the peninsula and there is no place to build one. Expansion would be cheaper anyway. It's the 

only option that makes sense. Whether we like it or not. 
 

Kim Leary  JJ • 14 days ago 

Expansion is not the answer. There are blocks and blocks of neighborhood homes surrounding the school. 

Any expansion will simply place the school next to more houses. The school needs to recognize its 

limitations and not act as if it were situated on a campus three times its actual size. Why don't they move 

the high school to the Correia campus where there are plenty of playing fields which are not directly next 

to homes? Put the middle- schoolers in the PLHS site. No need for night lights and the parking problem is 

also solved. However, the School District won't consider this because their true objective is to rent out the 

PLHS site to outside interests so they can line their pockets with the money generated. 
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Matador  JJ • 16 days ago 

JJ - No one is suggesting that PLHS be moved. Loma Portal neighbors aren't complaining about the 

presence of PLHS in their neighborhood. They are voicing their opposition to the district's plans to install 

"upgrades" to the PLHS athletic field that will be damaging to the neighborhood. Neighbors question the 

priorities of the SDUSD. Rightly so. 

Your comment regarding the elderly does not merit a response. I will step over it. 

Your logic here seems to be that if things are already bad, then what's the problem with them getting 

worse. Perhaps you should think this through some more. 

PLHS does not need to expand to better educate its students. 
 

Kim Leary  Matador • 14 days ago 

Matador - Precisely. My suggestion to swap campuses was tongue-in-cheek, to point out the 

absurdity of the expansion argument in creating even more issues. The whole issue for SDUSD is 

the ability of the PLHS site to generate outside revenue. 

 

The Evans • 17 days ago 

Let me see if I understand this correctly... PLHS students' educational experience comes with a free ticket to enjoy 

wide open ocean views; paddle boarding, tanning, surfing on the beach or walking to Liberty Station fun in 5 

minutes; cool ocean breezes; working out at Robb Field, the YMCA or soon at the Correia multi-use fields; the 

funky cool culture of OB, all contained in friendly safe clean walkable residential neighborhoods. And yet we are to 

believe they are not fulfilled due to lack of late night playtime under tall pole lights? I venture to say a fair number of 

hardy East County student athletes or band members sweltering during practices in the dust/heat under lights would 

trade places - happily - and not complain. You can't have it all, people! Frankly, I don't believe the PLHS students 

mind their cushy lifestyle lasting all of 4 short years. It's all about the District who must create never ending 

construction projects (the stadium) and make work for their union buddies. Totally symbiotic. 
 

Todd • 17 days ago 

I forgot to mention, because the school is in the flight path, the speakers (just like in my house) will have to be 

turned UP,UP,and UP! 
 

Todd • 17 days ago 

I live in Loma Portal, have been a real estate broker for over 30 years. IF the lights get installed EVERY 

HOMEOWNER within sight or sound of the nighttime activities should DISCLOSE SUCH when they sell their 

property. Once you make the disclosure, it gives the buyer the opportunity to research the issue, and may well kill 

your sale? If the homeowner does not make the disclosure, they subject themselves to potential liabilities from the 

buyer. This can get very expensive, and possibly negating the sale? Oh, you say I live down near Rosecrans to far 

away from the school...think about this, your neighbors selling before you will have made the disclosure, especially 
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if they used a competent Realtor.. Once a buyer finds out you didn't disclose, you've got a big problem. In the realty 

world, there is a saying; "when in doubt…DISCLOSE" 

Ask yourself; would you buy a home here, with the same problems the people on the video talk about in Clairemont? 

Let PLHS do what they've done for years and forget disrupting the neighborhood, for sake of profits. 
 

LS • 17 days ago 

Point Loma High School has quite a ways to go before it can be considered an excellent high school - just look at the 

test scores on its website. Rather than focus on academics, PLHS staff and SDUSD officials and Board members 

continue to promote the lack of stadium lights as a major barrier to students achieving their full potential. The only 

thing stopping the kids from achieving their potential is having to go to a high school that doesn't invest in academics 

first. It is all about the money, plain and simple. 
 

jojo • 17 days ago 

People. Leave the kids alone. If you don't like it, MOVE! You have too much money and time on your hands. Try 

working on something more worth while like the airplane noise! 
  

Reply to jojo  jojo • 16 days ago 

Why should I have to move because of a bully? 

If you want your kids to play at night, why don't you move to an area with a high school that already has 

lights? 

 

Matador  jojo • 16 days ago 

jojo - Stadium lighting is not what students at PLHS need most. It's not even on the list of top ten things 

PLHS students need. The "kids" should not be left alone, as you suggest. They should be educated. The 

primary purpose of public schools is to educate children, not to provide them with after-school 

playgrounds. When Loma Portal residents stand in the way of students being taught "reading, writing, and 

'rithmetic", then you can suggest that they MOVE. Until then, I suggest that you rethink what it is that kids, 

parents, taxpayers, property owners, all of us should expect from our public schools. Just imagine, maybe 

those PLHS kids could grow up to be well-educated physicists and engineers. Live in hope, jojo, that one 

or more of these students may some day design and build the silent air fleet you envision for the future. 

Loma Portal neighbors are working on this worthwhile goal by standing up to the SDUSD and opposing its 

misguided priorities. 
 

Kim Leary  jojo • 17 days ago 

I have lived in this neighborhood for over 35 years, and should not have to move because the school 

district wants to make money to rent the site to non- school parties. Don't be ignorant; the kids will not get 

priority over cash interests, notwithstanding the Field Use Policy. The School District changes that policy 

at their discretion anytime they want. FYI, adding loud speakers only adds to the airplane noise we already 

deal with. 

http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1593824460
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30 year resident • 17 days ago 

Unique to our neighborhood are light poles in the middle of the intersections and very few stop signs. I shudder to 

think about the car accidents and knocked over light poles if this ill-considered project is allowed to proceed. 
 

Near Native Point Loman Mike • 17 days ago 

I had planned to live out my remaining years - hopefully the next 40 - in this lovely peaceful community. Here's a 

crazy comparison that's sad but true: a PLHS varsity football player could hope for, at best, to play under night lights 

for a max of maybe 12 games here in his entire high school career. JUST 12. However, over the next 40 years I 

would be subjected to in excess of 10,000 nights of extreme light glare, noise, air horns, traffic, difficulty parking, 

etc. Tell me, School District, how that scenario is morally and ethically right, for you to show such disdain for the 

taxpayers that fund you? 
 

Livin' the dream. • 17 days ago 

Can't wait for night games! To bundle the kids up and walk over PLHS to watch the local lacrosse or football games 

is going to be awesome. Pointers for life! 
 

Stop the Nightmare  Livin' the dream. • 14 days ago 

You want to "live the dream" while turning our homes into a nightmare. Your kids are actually only 

Pointers for the 4 years they attend the school. What will last a lifetime is the ruination of the 

neighborhood by lighting and speakers that are meant for professional athletic venues in areas not zoned 

for residential use. You can support the games with family in the daytime, while giving the surrounding 

neighborhood the courtesy of living quietly in their homes at night. 

 

Kathy Ball • 17 days ago 

Onion!?! How about the author?? You deserve a big fat onion! What about the students and their high school 

experience? Ever heard about Friday Night Lights? The people who chose to purchase a home in such close 

proximity to a high school should EXPECT lights, football games, marching bands and, cheering fans. Shame on 

you for stating such a positive experience in such a negative way. Point Loma High students deserve to have a 

lighted field for sporting and community events. 
 

Matador  Kathy Ball • 16 days ago 

Heavy sigh. Yet another person who seems to think that sports-related activities are the centerpiece of one's 

high school experience. I find this thinking to be a short-sighted and shallow (and a bit oafish) perspective 

on this educational chapter of students' lives. But even if these sports-related experiences were the crown 

jewels of your own high school years, it is not reasonable to expect that others' share your point of view or 

that they subsidize or shoulder the burden of this perspective. Many of us enjoyed our high school years 

immensely for reasons that were not sports-centered. Many of us participated with great enthusiasm in 

extracurricular activities that did not threaten the sanity of neighbors. Really. 

http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1593543686
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Residents of Loma Portal bought their homes in acceptance of existing conditions, conditions which did 

not include professional style stadium lighting or public address system, the "upgrades" proposed by 

SDUSD for the PLHS athletic field. It is not reasonable to expect Loma Portal residents to endure an ever-

increasing burden of lights, noise, commotion, etc in the name of "Friday Night Lights" or any other non-

educational activity. Truth is, most educational activities are fairly peaceful, and most of these activities are 

generally considered indoor activities. Peaceful, indoor educational activities would be unlikely to incite a 

neighborhood backlash. [I doubt, however, that fostering peaceful indoor educational activities would 

generate much revenue for SDUSD Trustees.] 

Finally, most Loma Portal residents don't really mind the unamplified sounds made by PLHS students and 

their parents at PLHS home football games. Cheering, laughter, marching bands and the other various 

acoustic accoutrements of the neighborhood high school football game are fun for participants and 

generally tolerable by neighbors. Tolerable, that is, until you install professional style stadium lighting 

poised on menacing 90-ft poles and electronically amplified public announcement systems. Tolerable, that 

is, until this loud, brightly lit sports venue begins to attract a stream of "community groups", nary a high 

school student nor anyone from the immediate neighborhood amongst them. At some point this scenario 

becomes intolerable for a neighborhood. And who decides when the reasonable and tolerable becomes 

unreasonable and intolerable? Who enforces the rules of civic fair play on behalf of neighbors? As a state 

entity, SDUSD doesn't answer to local or civic oversight. If you believe that SDUSD will honor its 

promises to limit usage of the "upgraded", PLHS Sports Venue (previously known as PLHS) in the future, 

then you don't know the history of SDUSD's past promises to the Loma Portal neighborhood. 

Loma Portal neighbors are wise to foresee that once "upgraded", the PLHSSV will become an attractive 

nuisance, a magnet for boisterous "community groups" from near and, mostly, from far. Make no mistake, 

SDUSD's proposed "upgrades" to PLHS will mean downgrades to the Loma Portal neighborhood. This 

proposal is SDUSD's Onion for sure. I for one am cheering for the neighborhood. PLHS students will do 

just fine without the extra lights and the amplified PA system. They always have. 
 

Lucille  Kathy Ball • 17 days ago 

High School Experience? For almost 100 YEARS this Great High School has produced Teachers, 

Professors, Architects, Lawyers, Doctors, Scientists, Artists, Pilots, Engineers, Professional Athletes and 

many other respected professions and Great Citizens… WITHOUT LIGHTS ! 

Lights, that will destroy an ICONIC Neighborhood do not create a meaningful High School experience. 

The past 100 Years prove that. 

 

Progress for PLHS • 17 days ago 

The school district has been listening and working with the community. The customized SDUSD Field Use Policy 

for Point Loma High School was created to address many issues, including the needs and concerns of the 

surrounding community. Here are the FACTS stated on the recently unanimously approved policy for PLHS: 

· “Friday Night Lights” is capped at 18 events per year, plus playoff games 

· Event LIGHTS OFF by 10:30 PM or completion 

· PLHS team practices LIGHTS OFF at 7:30 PM 

http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1593385916
http://www.orchidsandonions.org/nomination/2014/issuesnight-games-point-loma-high-school#comment-1593499934
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· Noisemakers are prohibited at all times 

· Sound system prohibited at practices 

REALITY: The PLHS field has very limited availability to commercialize under the above restrictions. PLHS has 

priority use. 

Neighbors do support progress for PLHS. A neighborhood lobbyist group, ProPointLoma, is behind the Onion 

Award nomination. Learn the Facts, not the Fear. 

https://www.facebook.com/progr... 
 

Walt  Progress for PLHS • 17 days ago 

All one needs to do is watch the video concerning the destruction of a neighborhood in Clairemont created 

by SDUSD on the basis of "Supporting Progress" for Clairemont High School. A disaster for all who live 

there. 

How often have we heard in all of our lives the term "Very Limited Availability" which reflects a POLICY 

with no foundation and the assurance that it will be broken and abused. 

No Fear? Take a look at the Clairemont Video. 
 1 guest vote  

 

M.K.C  Progress for PLHS • 17 days ago 

® The Policy is not enforceable. Compliance would be “monitored” informally and infrequently through a 

set of ad hoc meetings to be hosted by the Point Loma Cluster rather than a body with authority and a 

community-wide constituency; 

® The Policy sets no limits on the frequency the lights can be used. The only “limitation” would be that the 

number of “events” (where teams compete and draw spectators) should be limited to no more than 18 to 20 

per year, with even that “cap” subject to being exceeded for a number of reasons, including SDUSD staff 

discretion; 

® The Policy permits the field lights to be used every day of the week throughout the year since they can 

be used for team practices and other non-“events.” 

® The Policy provides that the field lights can remain on later than 7:30 pm for “… practices which begin 

during daylight hours but carry over into darkness.” For games (“events”), the lights remain on until 10:30 

pm. 

® Exceptions to the Policy can be granted by the SDUSD Superintendent “or his/her designee.” In essence 

there are no real  

limitations. It’s all in the School District’s discretion. 
 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/progressforplhs
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Matador  M.K.C • 16 days ago 

Thanks for the specific wording. It's pretty easy to see all the holes in the SDUSD's promises to the 

neighborhood. So many words subject to interpretation. So many escape clauses. So much 

fuzziness. So much wiggle room. So much dishonesty. 

 

faithandmurph  Progress for PLHS • 17 days ago 

To the uneducated and uninformed out there who still want to believe the baloney the school district and its 

minions are putting out there, think again. Here is a QUOTE by the Clairemont HS athletic director, Coach 

Knuppel, directly out of the U-T from September 2011 regarding the grand opening of the Clairemont 

stadium with its new 90 ft light towers, addressing its (alleged) PROPOSED USAGE: 

“Knuppel said in general the homeowners’ concerns were allayed when it was pointed out the (Clairemont) 

facilities would not be overused, especially in the evening....” 

Not be overused? Baloney! Promise to the public broken. It is a fact that the majority of week nights the 

School District has rented out this very football field until 10 p.m.in the evening to adult teams. Go to 

the govavi.com website and see for yourself! Vavi is growing in popularity and needs fields. You can bet 

other non-school entities are renting it, too, other days/nights. 

Warning: Point Loma homeowners, don't be chumps and allow your legitimate common 

sense concerns to be “allayed” by the phony baloney, especially any meaningless “Use Policy”. Judge the 

district by what they've said and the about faces they've done, not by what they "say" they'll do. 

 

Matador  faithandmurph • 16 days ago 

Easy to see how deceitful the SDUSD can be in its choice of wording. Wolves in sheep's clothing. 
 

Point Loma Native • 18 days ago 

I have lived in the area around Point Loma High School for 60 years. I understand the airport noise and accept it. I 

enjoy hearing the PL band practice , the students cheering for their athletic events and graduation as the students 

names are called out and they move on to the next stage in their lives. This is all part of living in our historic 

neighborhood. 

As I recall there were temporary lights for Homecoming many years ago. This was abandoned because of all the 

crime and problems involved in a neighborhood that so closely bordered the school.If this was recognized as a 

serious problem many years ago, what can be expected now when the night events with 90 foot lights and 

commercial sound systems bring in non-student events on a regular basis? And where are these potential 2,500 

people going to park? 

This should NOT be part of living in our historic neighborhood! 
 

Angelica  Point Loma Native • 17 days ago 

The temporary lights for homecoming were not abandoned because of crime and problems. They were not 

used for one year, because of the animosity that students and staff felt last fall. The temporary lights will be 

back this year, which will help our students have the traditional high school homecoming experience. 
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Matador  Angelica • 16 days ago 

Angelica - Please reassure the students and staff of PLHS that most Loma Portal neighbors do not 

harbor animosity against them. To be sure, the once-a-year PLHS Homecoming football game 

creates problems for PLHS neighbors. But most neighbors bite the bullet and turn the other cheek, 

given the infrequency of this traditional high school event. The animosity of PLHS neighbors is 

directed against the SDUSD and its Trustees. Neighbors are justifiably outraged by SDUSD's plans 

and its priorities for PLHS. Neighbors are angered by SDUSD's callous disregard of the Loma 

Portal neighborhood's quality of life. 

BTW: word on the street is that SDUSD pulled the plug on that game. Read on: 

[http://www.sdnews.com/pages/fu...] 

Seems SDUSD feared that camera-toting neighbors might capture incriminating footage from the 

game that could be used to sway public opinion against SDUSD's proposed "upgrades." Seems 

plausible to me. BTW: That article has a picture of one of those light arrays. Scary! Reminds me of 

a scene in the original 1953 movie, War of the Worlds, but amplified x 19! Imagine these arrays on 

90 ft poles pointing into your windows at night. Yikes! Check out this YouTube clip if you don't 

know what I'm referring to. [https://www.youtube.com/watch?...] 

 
Pointer and Neighbor Since '63 • 18 days ago 

Nobody to date has mentioned SDUSD's plans for a large "Diamond Vision" scoreboard to further improve the 

ambiance around the high school! 

 

Matador  Pointer and Neighbor Since '63 • 16 days ago 

Not sure of your position on this proposal. Not sure what a "Diamond Vision" scoreboard is or what it 

might do to "improve" (another euphemism like upgrade?) the PLHS ambiance. But if it's a SDUSD plan, 

it's got to be another stinker. No one with any sense would call SDUSD's plans for PLHS visionary. Pray 

tell, what is this dark plan of theirs? Please share. Knowledge is power. 

 
Gardentoolnumber5 • 19 days ago 

Who likes more trash, noise pollution, graffiti, light pollution, traffic and parking problems in the neighborhood? 

Those who don't live next to where it emanates from. 
 

Paula • 19 days ago 

This design of lights does not fit into this type of neighborhood' It will destroy the ambiance of the community of 

Point Loma. 
 

Helen • 19 days ago 

Wow. Just Wow. Seeing these photos and reading the article/comments.......has SDUSD lost their minds? This is 

NOT the place for evening games/activities. This is a recipe for disaster, not only for a large swath of this 

neighborhood but for other citizens---who will be at fault when an excited little kid runs into the street between the 
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double parked cars at night and gets hit? Aren't they building new facilities nearby at Correia? Stop this nonsense 

and leave the 'hood alone. 

 

Susan Wilson • 19 days ago 

I'm amazed that pt loma high doesn't have STEM and is more concerned with stadium lights than catching up to 

better schools in basic curriculum. Disgusted beyond words and most likely moving;(. Our kids and residents 

deserve better. For the people of pt loma that support this, I think we should park our cars in front of your house with 

a bus with towering lights and a PA system giving you the same special feeling as those of us that live beside the 

school will get!!! Please leave your support signs out so we can share the love;) 
 

Neighbor • 19 days ago 

Point Loma is a historic quiet neighbor hood that would be destroyed by stadium lighting and amplified sound every 

night. Do not let the school district get away with this! 

 

Angela Shaw • 19 days ago 

I've lived near the campus almost my whole life. Lighting the stadium and increasing it's use for other organizations 

will be much more than a "minor inconvenience" as suggested by Scott Barnett, school board trustee. No homeowner 

would want this in their neighborhood. If ever there was an Onion this is it. 
 

Pt. Loma homeowner • 19 days ago 

I love living in this neighborhood. My kids walk to their friends houses, and we have watched games from the grassy 

area above the field. Of course, we want the best for our children and their education, but the original intent of these 

funds was for classroom upgrades. I would rather my child have safe clean classrooms over the opportunity to attend 

homecoming at night. The funds gained from renting out the field are not guaranteed to go back into the our Point 

Loma neighborhood's schools, and this unacceptable. Of course, many in the school district don't care because they 

don't live here. But we do. Please do not allow this commercialization of our high school impact our neighborhood. 
 

Pt. Loma resident  Pt. Loma homeowner • 17 days ago 

I support use of the stadium for Pt. Loma student activities and events. But SDUSD is planning to turn 

PLHS into a Qualcomm/Petco Park venue to rent to outside groups. I don't think anyone wants that - not 

even the families who want lights installed for student activities at night. The area is not zoned for or 

constructed in a way to accommodate Qualcomm/Petco Park-type crowds and events. I believe all Pt Loma 

residents would be surprised and dismayed by the results of the PLHS stadium conversion. 
 

Jack White, Sr.  Pt. Loma homeowner • 18 days ago 

Big projects should be a win-win situation. This is a lose-lose if there ever was one. Loma Portal residents 

lose because of all the reasons stated previously...parking, congestion, noise and light pollution, inevitable 

littering and lack of civility, etc. 

Scott Barnett loses because he will have this as a legacy. Way to go Scott. 

Don't projects like this require parking proportionate to number of people involved? 
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and to go along with that, federal and state ADA compliance? THERE IS NO PARKING 

AVAILABLE.....THIS IS A NEIGHBORHOOD.  

We in Loma Portal want to enjoy our evenings and that is why we live in the best place in San 

Diego...please don't ruin it. 

San Diego has parks and fields and recreational facilities all over the city and county that can be used 

during the DAYTIME and have PARKING. 

So Scott, set your ego aside and think for a moment how many people you are adversely affecting and 

whether there really a benefit to anyone. The school district can't be this desperate for money. jack 
 

William  Jack White, Sr. • 18 days ago 

Thanks Jack, Well Said !!!! 
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